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ABO!JJ" .:thIE TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 

The Technology Assessment Program is sponsored by the Office of Development, Testing, and 
Dissemination of the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), u.s. Department of Justice. The program responds 
to the mandate of the Justice System Improvement Act of 1979, which created NIJ and directed it to 
encourage research and development to improve the criminal justice system and to disseminate the results 
to Federal, State, and local agencies. 

The Technology Assessment Program is an applied research effort that determines the technological 
needs of justice system agencies, sets minimum performance standards for specific devices, tests 
commercially available equipment against those standards, and disseminates the standards and the test 
results to criminal justice agencies nationwide and internationally. 

The program operates through: 
The Technology Assessment Program Advisory Council (T APAC) consisting of nationally recognized 

criminal justice practitioners from Federal, State, and local agencies, which assesses technological needs and 
sets priorities for research programs and items to be evaluated and tested. 

The Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory (LESL) at the National Bureau of Standards, which 
develops voluntary national performance standards for compliance testing to ensure that individual items of 
equipment are suitable for use by criminal justice agencies. The standards are based upon laboratory testing 
and evaluation of representative samples of each item of equipment to determine the key attributes, develop 
test methods, and establish minimum performance requirements for each essential attribute. In addition to 
the highly technical standards, LESL also produces user guides that explain in nontechnical terms the 
capabilities of available equipment. 

The Technology Assessment Program Information Center (T APIC) operated by the International 
Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP), which supervises a national compliance testing program conducted 
by independent agencies. The standards developed by LESL serve as performance benchmarks against 
which commercial equipment is measured. The facilities, personnel, and testing capabilities of the 
independent laboratories are evaluated by LESL prior to testing each item of equipment, and LESL helps 
the Information Center staff review and analyze data. Test results are published in Consumer Prod~Jct 
Reports designed to help justice system procurement officials make informed purchasing decisions. 

Publications issued by the National Institute of Justice, including those of the Technology Assessment 
Program, are available from the National Criminal Justice Reference Service (NCJRS), which serves as a 
central information and reference source for the Nation's criminal justice community. For information, on 
how to order or to register with NCJRS, write to the National Institute of Justice, National Criminal 
Justice Reference Service, Washington, DC 20531. 
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FOREWORD 

This document, NIJ Standard·0222.00, Surveillance Receiver/Recorders, is an equipment standard 
developed by the Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards. It is 
produced as part of the Technology Assessment Program of the National Institute of Justice. A brief 
description of the program appears on the inside front cover.:: 

This standard is a technical document that specifies performance and other requirements equipment 
should meet to satisfy the needs of criminal justice agencies for high quality service. Purchasers can use the 
test methods described in thi~ standard themselves to determine whether a particular piece of equipment 
meets the essential requirements, or they may have the tests conducted on their behalf by a qualified testing 
laboratory. Procurement officials may also refer to this standard in their purchasing documents and require 
that equipment offered for purchase meet the requirements. Compliance with the requirements of the 
standard may be attested to by an independent laboratory or guaranteed by the vendor. . 

Because this NIJ standard is designed as a procurement aid, it is necessarily highly technical. For those 
who seek general guidance concerning the selection and application of law enforcement equipment, user 
guides have also been published. The guides explain in nontechnical language how to select equipment 
capable of the performance required by an agency. 

NIJ standards are subjected to continuing review. Technical comments and recommended revisions are 
welcome. Please send suggestions to the Program Manager for Standards, National Institute of Justice, U.S. 
Department of Justice, Washington, DC 20531. 

Before citing this or any other NIl standard in a contract document, users should verify that the most 
recent edition of the standard is used. Write to: Chief, Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory, National 
Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC 20234. 

Lester D. Shubin 
Program Manager for Standards 
National Institute of Justice 
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NIJ STANDARD 
FOR 

NIJ Standard-0222.00 

SURVEILLANCE RECEIVER/RECORDERS 

1. PURFOSE 

The purpose of this document is to establish performance requirements and methods of test for one 
type of receiving/recording system used in surveillance work. The equipment involved in these systems 
typically includes frequency modulated (FM) receivers, cassette recorders, and their associated antennas 
and power sources. The type addressed in this standard utilizes a 4.76 cm/s (1.718 in/s) Philips.type cassette 
[It 'A block diagram of a typical system is shown in figure 1. 

\ V 
Audio 

Receiver Recorder 

Remote 

Control 
FIGURE 1. Block diagram for a typical surveillance receiver/recorder system. 

2. SCOPE 

This standard applies to receivers that either do not have special subsystems such as selective signaling 
or voice privacy, or in which such subsystems are bypassed or disabled during testing. Two types of FM 
receivers are available. One type is a fixed.frequency receiver, which operates in the 25-1000 MHz band 
with a receiver channel spacing of either 20. 25, or 30 kHz and is crystal.controlled on a specific carrier 
frequency. The other is a selectable.frequency receiver, which operates in the 25-1000 MHz band with the 
same channel spacing and is frequency tunable. 

3. DEFINITIONS 

The principal terms used in this document are defined in this section. Additional definitions relating to 
law enforcement communications are given in LESP.RPT.0203.00, Technical Terms and Definitions Used 
with Law Enforcement Communication Equipment [2]. 

3.1 Adj,acent-Channel Selectivity and Desensitization 

The ability of a receiver to discrimhlate ~gainst a signal at the frequency of an adjacent channel, either 
20,25 or 30 kHz away. Ii 

I Numbers in brackets refer to references in appendix A. 
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3.2 Audio Distortion 

Nonlinear distortion in which the relative magnitude of different frequency components of a signal 
waveform are changed on either a phase or amplitude basis. 

3.3 Audio Hum and Noise Power 

The average audiofrequency power dissipated in a load across the output terminals of an unsquelched 
receiver having no radiofrequency (rt) signal input. 

3.4 Audio Noise Output Power 

The average audiofrequency power dissipated in a load across the output terminals of an unsquelched 
receiver having no rf signal input. 

3.5 Audio Output Power 

The audiofrequency power dissipated in a load across the receiver output terminals of an unsquelched 
receiver having a modulated rf signal input. 

3.6 Audio Response of a Receiver 

The variation in the output of a receiver as a function of frequency within a specific audiofrequency 
bandwidth. 

3.7 Fast Forward Mode 

A tape transport opera.ting mode in which the tape moves at high speed in the same direction used for 
recording. 

3.8 Frequency Deviation 

In frequency modulation, the difference between the instantaneous frequency of the modulated carrier 
and the unmodulated carder frequency. ' 

3.9 Intermodulation Attenuation 

The ratio, expressed in decibels (dB), of (1) the level. of, specified sig~~l.s that produces an 
intermodulation response] under specified conditions to (2) the receiver s SINAD sensitIVIty. 

3.10 Intermodulation Response 

The response resulting from the mixing of two or more ~re~uencies, in the nonline~r elements of a 
receiver, in which a resulting frequency is generated that falls wlthm the range of frequencies passed by the 
receiver. 

3.11 Memory Retention 

The ability of a scanning receiver tCT(!main tuned to its manually selected channel when the ac power 
source is momentarily interrupted. 

3.12 Noise Quieting 

The reduction of audio noise output caused by the presence of an rf signal. 

3.13 Nominal Value 

The numerical value of a device characteristic as specified by the manufacturer. 

2 Italicized phrases in the Definitions section are also defined. 
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3.14 Playback Mode 

A tape transport operating mode in which the tape passes over the playback head in the same direction 
as in the record mode, and recorded signals are sensed and amplified to drive the speaker. 

3.15 Rated System Deviation 

The maximum carrier frequency deviation permitted by the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC). For law enforcement communications systems, it is +5 kHz. 

3.16 Receiver Attack Time 

The time required for the receiver to produce a specified audio output power level upon application of a 
specified rf input signal, when the squelch control is in the threshold squelch position. 

3.17 Record Mode 

A tape transport operating mode in which the tape passes over the erase head, where any previously 
recorded signals are erased, then passes over the record head where new signals are transferred to the tape. 

3.18 Rewind Mode 

A tape transport operating mode in which the tape is returned to its initial position at high speed. 

3.19 Selectivity 

The extent to which a receiver is capable of differentiating between the desired signal and signals at 
other frequencies. 

3.20 SINAD Ratio 

The ratio, expressed in decibels, of (1) signal plus noise plus distortion to (2) noise plus distortion 
produced at the output of a receiver; from SIgnal Noise And Distortion Ratio. 

3.21 SINAD Sensitivity 

The minimum modulated rf signal input level required to produce a specified SINAD ratio at a specified 
audio output power level. 

3.22 Spurious Response 

The output of a receiver caused by a signal at a frequency other than that to which the receiver is 
tuned. 

3.23 Squelch 

A circuit function for preventing a receiver from producing audio output power in the absence of an rf 
input signal. 

3.24 Squelch Block 

A squelched condition resulting from excessive frequency deviation due to the presence of a specified rf 
input signal. 

3.25 Standby Mode 

The condition of a receiver when it i~ energized but not receiving. 

3.26 Threshold Squelch Position 

The adjustment of a squelch control, starting from the maximum unsquelched position, that first 
reduces the audio lIoise output power by a specified amount. 

3 
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3.27 Threshold Squelch Sensitivity 

The minimum standard modulated rf signal input level required to unsquelch a receiver when the 
squelch control is in the threshold squelch position. 

3.28 Tight Squelch Sensitivity 

The minimum standard modulated rf signal input level required to unsquelch a receiver when the 
squelch control is in the maximum squelch position. 

3.29 Usable Bandwidth 

The frequency deviation of an input signal that is 6 dB above the 12·dB SINAD sensitivity voltage and 
which produces a 12-dB SINAD ratio. 

4. REQUIREMENTS 

4.1 Minimum Performance 

The performance of the surveillance receiver/recorder shall meet or exceed the requirement for each 
characteristic listed in table 1. The performance requirements listed in table 1 meet those given in the Rules 
and Regulations published by the FCC [3]. 

4.2 User Information 

4.2.1 Receivers 

A nominal value for each receiver characteristic listed in table 1 shall be included in the information 
supplied to the purchaser by the manufacturer or distributor. In addition, the distributor shall provide: 

a) The range of temperatures within which the receiver is designed to be operated. 
b) The receiver operating frequencies or range of frequencies. 
c) Nominal values for receiver audio output impedance, standard supply voltage, and the current 

drain of the receiver in both the receive and standby modes. 

4.2.2 Recorders 

The nominal value for each recorder characteristic shall be included in the i.nformation supplied to the 
purchaser by the manufacturer or distributor. These-characteristics shaH include: 

a) The size and number of batteries required for operation. 
b) The audio input impedance and audio output impedan~e of the recorder. 
c) The remote control switching requirements. 
d) The current drain of the recorder in both the record and playback modes. 

4.3 Receiver SINAD Sensitivity 

When measured in accordance with section 5.3, the SINAD sensitivity of the receiver shall be 0.5 J.L V 
(item A, table 1) or less at a SINAD ratio of 12 liB and an audio output power of at least 250 mW. When 
the standard supply voltage is varied + 10 percent and -20 percent, the SINAD sensitivity shall be 0.7 J.L V 
or less. 

4.4 Receiver Selectivity Characteristics 

The selectivity characteristics of usable bandwidth, adjacent-channel selectivity and desensitization, 
spurious responbe attenuation, and intermodulation attenuation shall be measured in accordance with section 
5.4. 

4.4.1 Usable Bandwidth 

The usable bandwidth of the receiver shall be at least 5 kHz for an applied rf signal 6 dB above the 
measured 12-dB SINAD sensitivity value. 
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TABLE 1. Millimum performallce requiremellts for FM 
receivers alld recorders used ill surveillallce systems. 

Minimum 
requirement 
25-1000 MHz 

Receiver characteristic 
frequency Test method 

band section No. 

Sensitivity Characteristics 
A. SINAD Sensitivity 0.5/LV 5.3 
B. SINAD Sensitivity Variance 

(Supply Voltage Varied + 10% 
and -20%) 0.7/LV 5.3 

Selectivity Characteristics 
C. Usable Bandwidth 5 kHz 5.4.1 
D. Adjacent-Channel Selectivity 

and Desensitization 60dB 5.4.2 
E. Spurious Response Attenuation 60 dB 5.4.3 
F. Intermodulation Attenuation 60 dB 5.4.4 

Squelch Characteristics 
G. Threshold Squelch Sensitivity 0.4 /LV 5.5.1 
H. Tight Squelch Sensitivity 4.0/LV 5.5.1 
I. Threshold Squelch Sensitivity 

Variance (Supply Voltage 
Varied + 10% and -20%) 0.6/LV 5.5.1 

J. Squelch Block ±5kHz 5.5.2 
K. Receiver Attack Time 150ms 5.5.3 

Audiofrequency Characteristics 
M. Audio Output Power 

(Loudspeaker) 500mW 5.6.1 
N. Audio Output Power 

(Earphones) 3-12 mW 5.6.1 
O. Audio Output Power Variance 

(Supply Voltage Varied +10% 
and -20%) 3 dB 5.6.l 

P. Audio Distortion 10% 5.6.2 Q. Audio Response (Loudspeaker) -10.+2 dB 5.6.3 R. Audio Response (Earphones) -10.+2 dB 5.6.3 
S. Audio Hum and Noise 

(Un squelched) 40 dB 5.6.4 
T. Audio Hum and Noise 

(Squelched) 50dB 5.6.4 
Temperature Stability 

U. SINAD Sensitivity 6dB 5.7 
V. Usable Bandwidth 20% 5.7 
W. Adjacent Channel Selectivity 

and Desensitization 12dB 5.7 X. Tight Squelch Sensitivity 6 dB 5.7 
Y. TlJreshold Squelch Sensitivity 6 dB 5.7 
Z. Audio Output Power 6dB 5.7 

AA. Audio HUIll and Noise 10 dB 5.7 
AB. Audio Distortion 18% 5.7 

Recorder Characteristics 
AC. Fast Forward Time 90 s 5.9.1 
AD. Rewind Time 90 s 5.9.1 
AE. Tape Speed Tolerance ±2% 5.9.2 

Receiver/Recorder Characteristics 
AF. Receiver/Recorder System 

Audio Distortion 
AG. Receiver/Recorder System 

15% 5.10.1 

Audio Response -11.+3 dB 5.10.2 
AH. Battery Service Life 4h 5.10.3 
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4.4.2 Adjacent-Channel Selectivity and Des1:!nsitizatlon 

The adjacent-channel selectivity and desensitization of the receiver shall .be at least 60 dB for a 
degradation of an on-channel signal from 12-dB SINAD ratio to 6-dB SINAD ratIO caused by the presence 

of an adjacent-channel signal. 

4.4.3 Spurious Response Attenuation 

The spurious response attenuation of the receiver shall be at least 60 dB as comt:ared to t!te on-chann;l 
20-dB noise quieting signal voltage for responses of the receiver between the lowest mtermedlate frequen y 

of the receiver and 1000 MHz. 

4.4.4 Intermodulation Attenuation 

The intermodulation attenuation of the receiver shall be at least 60 dB for a degradation of:n on
channel signal from 12-dB SINAD ratio to 6-dB SINAD ratio by two signals at 17ast 54 dB a ove a 
microvolt (dB/-LV) at one- and two-channel spacings away, respe~tively, from the receIver frequency, both 
signals being at frequencies either above or below the on-channel sIgnal. 

4.5 Receiver Squelch Characteristics 
. t' of sensI'tI'VI'ty, block, and receiver attack time shall be measured in The squelch charactens ICS 

accordance with section 5.5. 

4.5.1 Squelch Sensitivity 

The threshold squelch sensitivity of the receiver shall be 0.4 /-LV or less. The tight squelch sensitiv~y 
shall be 4.0 /-LV or less. When the standard supply voltage is varied +10 percent and -20 percent, t e 

threshold squelch sensitivity shall be 0.6 /-LV or less. 

4.5.2 Squelch Block 

The receiver shall not squelch for modulation frequencies of 0.3 to 3 ~z whe? the.squelch control is 
adjusted to the maximum squelch position and the frequency deviation of the mput SIgnal IS + 5 kHz or less. 

4.5.3 Receiver Attack Time 

The time for the receiver to produce 90 percent of the required audio output, 450 mW, shall be 150 ms 

or less. 

4.6 Receiver Audio Characteristics 
The audio characteristics of output power, distortion, response, and hum and noise shall be measured in 

accordance with section 5.6. 

4.6.1 Audio Output Power 

The ~udio output power of the receiver shall be at least 500 m W if a loudspeaker is used at the receiv~r 
out ut, and at least 3 mW. 'Jut not greater than 12 mW, if earphones are used. When the standard supp Y 
vOliage is varied + 10 percent and -20 percent, the audio output power shall not be reduced more than 3 dB 

below 500 m W. 

4.6.2 Audio Distortion 

The audio distortion at audio powers of 500 mW (loudspeaker) and ;";-12 mW (earphones) shall be less 
than 10 percent for an rf input signal with standard audio test modulation. 

4.6.3 Audio Response . 

The audio response of the receiver, when used with either a loudspeaker or earph~n~s, shall be wit~in 
-10, +2 dB of an ideal 6 dB per octave de-emphasis curve with constant frequency devIatIon at frequencIes 

between 0.3 and 3 kHz. 
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4.6.4 Audio Hum and Noise 

The audio hum and noise output power from the receiver in the unsque1ched condition shall be at least 
40 dB below, and in the maximum squelched condition shall be at least 50 dB below, an audio output power 
of500mW. 

4.7 Receiver Performance at Temperature Extremes 

The ability of the receiver to operate in temperature extremes shall be determined using the test method 
described in section 5.7. 

Low temperature tests shall be conducted at -10 °C (14 OF) or the lowest temperature at which the 
manufacturer states that the receiver will operate properly, whichever is lower, and high temperature tests 
shall be conducted at +60 °C (140 OF) or the highest temperature at which the manufacturer states that the 
unit will operate properly, whichever is higher (sec. 4.2.1). 

When the receiver is operated at low and high temperatures, as defined above, its performance shall 
not vary, with respect to the appropriate values in table 1 (items A through T), more than items U through 
AA for the characteristics listed. In addition, the receiver audio distortion at an audio output power of 500 
mW shall be less than 18 percent for an rf signal with standard modulation. 

4.8 Receiver Memory Retention 

When tested in accordance with section 5.8, the receiver shall remain tuned to its operating frequency 
when the rf signal to the receiver input is temporarily interrupted during operation. The receiver shall also 
remain tuned to its operating frequency when the power is interrupted during operation. 

4.9 Recorder Performance 

The cassette recorder characteristics of fast forward and rewind, tape speed and anti-erase feature shall 
be measured in accordance with section 5.9. 

4.9.1 Type of Cassette and Tape 

The recorder system shall employ a Philips-type cassette [1,4] and magnetic tapes with ferric oxide 
coatings. 

Note: Tapes which have other metallic coatings do not perform as wef) as ferric oxide on cassette recorders 
intended for ferric oxide tapes because of the higher bias requirements of these tapes. 

4.9.2 Operating Modes and Controls 

Each recorder shall have the following distinct opelrating modes: Record, Playback, Fast Forward, 
Rewind, and Stop. All controls essential to the operation of the recorder shall be plainly identified in 
English or universal symbols. The tape recorder shall have one external jack connector that allows the 
recorder to be started and stopped while in the record mode. The recorder shall also be equipped with a 
visual audio input indicator that corresponds to an acceptable range of input signals and a relative tape 
position counter. If the latter is digital, a reset capability should also be provided. 

4.9.3 Fast Forward and Rewind 

The time required to advance or rewind a 30-min length of tape shall not exceed 90 s. 

4.9.4 Tape Speed 

The recorder tape speed shall be within +2 percent of 4.76 cm/s (1-7/8 in/s). 

4.9.5 Anti-Erase Feature 

Each reco 'T shall be equipped with an anti-erase mechanism that prevents the record lever from 
being energized if either of the two breakout tabs or sliding plate covers on the cassette are removed or 
placed in the open position. 
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4.10 Receiver IRecorder System Performance 

The receiver/recorder system characterIstics of audIO IstortlOn, au 10 re I . . . d' . d'· sponse and battery service 
life shall be measured in accordance with section 5.10. 

4.10.1 System Audio Distortion 

The audio distortion of the receiver and recorder system shall not exceed 15 percent. 

4.10.2 System Audio Response 

The audio response of th~ receiver and recorder system shall be within -11, +3 dB of an ideal 6 dB per 
octave de-emphasis curve at frequencies between 0.3 and 3.0 kHz. 

4.10.3 Battery Service Life 

The receiver/recorder battery service life shall be at least 4 h with a system audio distortion of,15 
percent or less. 

, . 

5. TEST METHODS 

5.1 Standard Test Conditions 

. t t warm up until the system has achieved sufficient stability to perf;!O~h:llm~:s~::~~:;t ~~~~;;n~~her:ise specified, perform all measurements under standard test 
conditions. 

5.1.1 Standard Temperature 

Standard an,:j;.:-~t temperature shall be between 20°C (68 OF) and 30 °C (86 OF). 

5.1.2 Standard Supply Voltage (Receiver) 

The standard supply voltage shall be the nominal voltage specified by the manufacturer (se~. ~.2). !e~ts 
shall be performed using either a battery of the type normally used in the eq~ipment, an e tCi;ou~~d ~ 
supply, or 120-V ac at 60 Hz in the case of ac-powered .equipment. If an electromc power supp y , 
shall be adjusted to within 1 percent of the voltage reqUIred. 

5.1.3 Standard Test Frequency 

The standard test frequency shall be one of the receiver ?perating frequencies .. When ;estin: fr:q~e~e~~~ 
tunable receivers, select a single frequency within the operatmg range of the receIver an con uc a 
at the selected frequency. 

5.1.4 Standard Audio Test Modulation 

Audio test modulation shall be a I-kHz signal (from a source with distortion less than 1 percent) at the 
level required to produce 60 percent of rated system deviation (Le., +3 kHz). 

5.1.5 Standard Squelch Adjustment 

to the maximum unsquelched position for all receiver The squelch control shall be adjusted 
measurements except where otherwise noted. 

5.2 Test Equipment 

The test equipment discussed in this section is limited to that equip~ent which is m~st Criti~al b~n 
making the measurements discussed in this standard. All other test eqUIpment shall be 0 com para e 
quality. 
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5.2.1 FM Signal Generator 

The FM signal generator shall have a frequency range from 25-1000 MHz, a 50-ohm output impedance, 
a maximum standing-wave ratio of 1.2, and a calibrated variable output level accurate to ±2 dB when 
terminated in a 50-ohm load. The generator should include a digital frequency counter having an 
uncertainty no greater than 1 ppm and a deviation monitor or calibrated control for determining the peak 
frequency deviation with an uncertainty of no greater than 5 percent. If an integral frequency counter is not 
included, a separate frequency counter having the required accuracy shall be provided. 

5.2.2 CW Signal Generator 

The CW signal generator shall have the characteristics described in section 5.2.1, except that the FM 
capability is not required. 

5.2.3 Standard RF Input Load (Receiver) 

The standard rf input load shall consist of a shielded 50-ohm resistor whose standing wave ratio is less 
than 1.05. 

5.2.4 Standard Audio Output Load (Receiver) 

The standard audio output load shall be a resistor having a resistance equal to the nominal output 
impedance of the receiver and a power rating equal to or exceeding the nominal audio output power of the 
receiver. A filter network shall not be used between the audio output terminals and the audio output load. If 
an external monitor is used, it shall have an input impedance of at least 10,000 ohms. 

5.2.5 Audiofrequency Voltmeter 

The audiofrequency voltmeter shall measure rms voltage rather than average or peak voltage. Its 
measurement uncertainty shall be 1 percent or less. 

5.2.6 Signal Combiner 

The signal combiner shall have an amplitude imbalance no greater than 0.2 dB, its standing wave ratio 
shall be no greater than 1.3, and the isolation between input terminals shall be a minimum of 30 dB. A 
variety of multiport devices may be used as signal combiners, including power dividers, directional 
couplers, and hybrid junctions. 

5,,2.7 Environmental Chamber 

The environmental chamber shall produce air temperatures from -30 to 60°C (-22 to 140 OF). The test 
item shall be shielded from air currents blowing directly from heating or cooling elements in the chamber. 
The temperature of the test item shall be measured with a thermometer separate from the sensor used to 
control the chamber air temperature. 

5.2.8 Distortion Analyzer 

The distortion analyzer shall have a required input level of between 1- and 5-V rms, an input impedance 
of at least 50,000 ohms shunted by less than 100 pF, and an accuracy of at least + 1 dB for the SINAD 
measurements. It shall have the capability to measure both audio distortion and the voltage of audio signals 
to within + 3 percent. The analyzer shall incorporate a 1000 Hz band elimination filter for the audio 
distortion measurements. 

5.3 Receiver SINAD Sensith.'jty Test 

Connect the receiver and test equipment as shown in figure 2. Set the squelch control to the standard 
squelch adjustment. Adjust the FM signal generator to the standard test frequency with standard audio test 
modulation. Set the generator for a I-mV output and the receiver volume control for a loudspeaker audio 
output power of 500 mW. Do not readjust the volume control for the remainder of the measurement. 
Decrease the output level of the generator until the SINAD ratio of the receiver is 12 dB, as determined 
with the distortion analyzer. Measure the audio output power to make certain it is at least 250 mW and 
record the generator output voltage for convenience in resetting to a 12-dB SINAD ratio, as required by 
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Receiver Standard FM Signal 
Audio Output Generator Under Test 

Load 

Distortion 
Analyzer 

FIGURE 2. Block diagram for SINAD sensitivity, usable bandwidth. squelch sensitivity, squelch block. audio distortion. and memory 
retention measurement": 

some of the following tests. Repeat the above using + 10 percent and -20 percent changes in standard 
supply voltage. 

5.4 Receiver Selectivity Tests 

5.4.1 Usable Bandwidth Test 

Connect the receiver and test equipment as shown in figure 2. Adjust the receiver an? FM generator in 
d 'th t' 53 until a 12-dB SINAD ratio is reached. With the generator stIll set for standard accor ance WI sec Ion . . h f f the generator 

audio test modulation, increase the generator rf output by 6. d~. AdJ~st t e. requency 0 h t 
above the test frequency until the 12-dB SINAD signal ratIo IS agam obtamed. Record t e genera o~ 
f-e uency Repeat this measurement by adjusting the generator frequency below the test frequency an 
r~c~rd th~ generator frequency. The smaller displacement from the test frequency plus 3 kHz (standard 
audio test modulation) is the receiver usable bandwidth. 

5.4.2 Adjacent-Channel Selectivity and Desensitization Test 

Connect the receiver and test equipment as shown in figure 3. Wit~ the o~tput of ge~erator No.2 set ~ 
zero adjust the receiver and signal generator No.1 in accordance WIth sectIOn 5.3 untIl a 12-dB SINA. 
rati~ is reached. Adjust signal generator No.2 for 3 kHz with a modulation frequency of ~OO ~z, and s~t 1~ 
to a fre uency corresponding to the center of the next higher adjacent channel. Then adJ.ust. t e o~tpu 0 

si al ~nerator No. 2 to produce a 6-dB SINAD ratio with both signals present. -r:he ratIo, ~n deCIbels, of 
t~ ou7put voltage of signal generator No. 2 to that of signal generator No. 1 IS t~e adjacent-channel 
selectivity for the upper channel. Repeat the above procedure for the next lower adjacent channel. The 
smaller of the two ratios is the value sought. 

FM Signal 
Generator 

I No.1 
Standard Signal Receiver 

-4~ Audio Output Combiner - Under Test Load 
FM Signal I Generator 

No.2 

I- Distortion 
Analyzer 

FIGURE 3. Block diagram for adjacent-chanllel selectivity and desensitizatioll measuremellt. 
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5.4.3 Spuricus Response Attenuation Test 

Connect the receiver and test equipment as shown in figure 4. Adjust the unmodulated (CW) signal 
generator to the standard test frequency. With the generator adjusted for zero output, adjust the receiver 
volume control to produce 125 mW. This output power is entirely noise power. Do not readjust the volume 
control for the remainder of the measurement. Increase the output of the generator until the audio noise 
output power of the receiver is decreased by 20 dB, i.e., 20 dB of noise quieting. Note the generator output 
in dB J.L V at this frequency. Then increase the output of the generator to approximately 0.1 V, and slowly 
vary the generator frequency continuously from just below the lowest intermediate frequency of the 
receiver to 1000 MHz. Note each frequency that produces a response as indicated by noise quieting in the 
receiver's audio output. Ignore harmonic frequencies of the generator that fall within the channel to which 
the receiver is tuned. For each response, adjust the generator output to produce 20 dB of noise quieting. 
Record the generator output in dBJ.LV. The generator output at the spurious response frequency minus the 
generator output at the standard test frequency is the spurious response attenuation. Repeat for all spurious 
responses. The smallest attenuation is the value sought. 0 

CW Signal Receiver Standard 
Generator Under Test Audio Output 

Load 

AF Voltmeter 
or 

Power Meter 

FIGURE 4. Block diagram for spurious response attenuation measurement. 

5.4.4 Intermodulatlon Attenuation Test 

Connect the receiver and test equipment as shown in figure 5. With the output levels of signal 
generators No. 2 and No. 3 set to zero, adjust the receiver and FM signal generator No. 1 in accordance 
with section 5.3 until a 12-dB SINAD ratio is reached. Adjust unmodulated generator No. 2 to the center 
frequency of the next higher adjacent channel (see sec. 2). Adjust generator No. 3 for 3-kHz frequency 
deviation at 400 Hz, and set it to the center frequency of the second higher adjacent channel, i.e., two 
channels above the standard test frequency. Then adjust the output levels of generator Nos. 2 and 3 to 
produce a 6·dB SINAD ratio with all three signals present. Maintain generator Nos. 2 and 3 at equa1 output 
voltage throughout the measurement. Slightly adjust the frequency of generator No. 3 to obtain the 6-dB 
SINAD ratio with the minimum signal levels from generator Nos. 2 and 3 unchanged. The ratio, in 
decibels, of the output voltage of generator No. 2 (or No.3) to that of generator No. 1 is the 
intermodulation attenuation for the upper channels. Repeat the above procedures for the lower two 
adjacent channels, with generator No.3 set to the lowest channel. The smaller of the two ratios is the value 
sought. 
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FM Signal 
Generator 

No.1 

CW Signal Signal Receiver 
Generator 1-- Combiner - Under Test ~ ~ 

No.2 

FM Signal 
Generator -

No.3 

FIGURE 5. Block diagram for intermodulation attenuation measurement. 

5.5 Receiver Squelch Tests 

5.5.1 Squelch Sensitivity Tests 

Standard 
Audio Output 

Load 

Distortion \ 
Analyzer 

Connect the receiver and test equipment as shown in figure 2. Adjust the receiver and FM signal 
generator in accordance with section 5.3 until a 12-dB SINAD l'atio is reached. Set the output level of the 
generator to zero, and measure the audio noise output power. Slowly adjust the squelch control until the 
audio noise output power drops abruptly (40 dB or more). Do not adjust the squelch control any further. 
This is the threshold squelch position. Increase the output level of the signal generator until the measured 
audio output power is within 10 dB of an audio output power of 500 mW. The signal generator output 
voltage is the value for threshold squelch sensitivity. Repeat using + 10 percent and -20 percent standard 
supply voltages. 

Repeat the above procedure with the squelch control in the maximum squelch position. The resultant 
signal generator output voltage is the value for tight squelch sensitivity. 

5.5.2 Squelch Block Test 

Connect the receiver and test equipment as shown in figure 2. Adjust the receiver and FM signal 
generator in accordance with section 5.3 until a 12-dB SINAD ratio is reached. Set the output level of the 
signal generator to zero, and measure the audio noise output power. Then set the squelch control to the 
maximum squelch position. Adjust the output level of the generator to 12 dB above the measured value of 
the receiver's tight squelch sensitivity voltage as determined in 5.5.1. Then increase the frequency deviation 
of the generator until the audio output power drops abruptly (40 dB or more). Repeat the above procedure 
with modulation frequencies of 0.3, 0.5, 2.5, and 3 kHz. The frequency deviations of signal generator 
modulation are the values sought. 

5.5.3 Receiver Attack Time Test 

Connect the equipment as shown in figure 6a. Open and close the SPST switch to trigger the 
oscilloscope trace. Connect the dc output of the coaxial diode detector to the vertical input of the 
oscilloscope and adjust the horizontal centering controls so that the start of the detector output begins at 
the left graticule of the oscilloscope screen. Do not adjust the oscilloscope trigger or centering controls any 
further. 

Connect the transceiver receiver and test equipment as shown in figure 6b. With the SPST switch 
closed, adjust the FM signal generator in accordance with section 5,3 until a 12-dB SINAD ratio is reached. 
Set the signal generator to zero and measure the audio noise output power. Slowly adjust the squelch 
control until the audio output power drops abruptly (40 dB or more). Do not adjust the squelch any further. 
Adjust the generator output level to 12 dB above the measured value of the receiver threshold squelch 
sensitivity voltage. With the oscilloscope on recurrent sweep, adjust the oscllloscope vertical controls for 
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full-scale deflection. Do not adjust the tri R . 
close the SPST switch and photo ra h r:eer

. eturn th~ osclllos~ope to external trigger and open and then 
side of the oscilloscope graticule u!tlth ~~ace. The time reqUlred for the sweep to travel from the left 
attack time. e au 10 output power level reaches 450 mW is the value of receiver 

Standard RF 
1-- -, Relay 

Input Load , L.. ___ , 

I 
I I Coaxial 
I L_ 
I ...., ,.-_ Diode 

I ~r I I Detector FM Signal 
I I 

f-J :- -J-_J 
Generator --_J : 

~ Relay 1 Coil 

DC Power {) - I 
..... 

'Supply SPST 
Switch 

FIGURE 6a. Block dwgram for selllllg oscilloscope trigger. 

Standard RF --:'1 Relay 
Input Load ., L __ , 

I I 
I .... '-- Receiver AF Voltmeter 
I I .-_ 

Under Test or 
I Yi I I FM Signal I I Power Meter 

f-J it-.I I Generator l _~J I 

l Relay I Standard 
Isolation Coil Audio --I Output Load Transformer 

DC Power ~ I SUPply 
SPST 

Switch 

FIGURE 6b. Block diagram for receiver auack time measuremelll. 

5.6 Receiver Audio Tests 

5.6.1 Audio Output Power Test 

OSCilloscope 

...... Vertical ....... 
Input 

-0 Trigger 
Input 

Oscilloscope 

J ~ Vertical 
Input 

__ Trigger 
Input 

Connect the receiver and test equipment as shown' fi 
standard audio test modulation and set it to th t d ~n Igure 7. Modulate the FM signal generator with 
for l-m V output, set the receiver volume con;r~t~ ~e ::t ~requency: :With the signal generator adjusted 
power. Repeat using + 10 percent and -20 Xlmum posltton, and measure the audio output 

percent standard supply voltages (both ac and de). 
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FM Signal Receiver Standard 

Generator Under Test 
Audio Output 

load 

AF Voltmeter 
or 

Power Meter 

" 

FIGURE 7. Block diagram for audio output power, audio response, alld audio hum alld lIoise measurements. 

5.6.2 Audio Distortion Test 

Connect the receiver and test equipment as shown in figure 2. Modulate the FM signal generator with 
standard audio test modulation and set it to the standard test frequency. With the signal generator adjusted 
for I-mV output, adjust the receiver volume control for an audio output power of 500 mW and measure the 
audio distortion. Repeat at an audio output power of 3-12 m W for those receivers equipped with earphones. 

5.6.3 Audio Response Test 

Connect the receiver and test equipment as shown in figure 7. Modulate the FM signal generator with 
standard audio test modulation and set it to the standard test frequency. With the signal generator adjusted 
for I-mV output, adjust the receiver volume control to an audio output power of 250 mW. Do not readjust 
the volume control for the remainder of the measurement. Reduce the generator frequency deviation to 1 
kHz and measure the audio output power. Repeat for modulating frequencies of 0.3, 0.5, 2, and 3 kHz. 
Calculate the ratio, in decibels, of each of these latter power levels to the output powet.a:t!1 kHz. 

• "7 

5.6.4 Audio Hum and Noise Tests 

Connect the receiver and test equipment as shown in figure 7. Modulate the FM signal generator with 
standard audio test modulation and set it to the standard test frequency. With the signal generator adjusted 
for I-mVoutput, adjust the receiver volume control for an audio output power of 500 mW. Do not readjust 
the volume control for the remainder of the measurement. Remove the modulation from the signal 
generator and measure the audio hum and noise output power. Calculate the ratio, in decibels, of the audio 
output power to the hum and noise output power. This is the value for audio hum and noise (unsquelched). 

Set the squelch control to its maximum squelch position. Set the output level of the generator to zero 
and measure the audio hum and noise output power. Calculate the ratio, in decibels, of the audio output 
power to the hum and noise output power. This is the value for audio hum and noise (squelched). 

5.7 Receiver Environmental Temperature Test 

Place the receiver, with the power turned off, in the environmental chamber. Adjust the chamber to 
the required low temperature +2 °C (±3.6 OF). Allow the receiver to reach temperature equilibrium as 
indicated by the internal thermometer, and maintain it at this temperature for 30 min. With the receiver still 
in the chamber, connect it to the standard supply voltage. Fifteen minutes after turn-on, test the receiver to 
determine whether it meets the requirements of section 4.7, following the procedures of sections 5.3 through 
5.6. Return the receiver to room temperature and repeat the above procedure at the required high 
temperature +2 °C (+3.6 OF). 
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5.8 Receiver Memory Retention Tests 
5.8.1 Memory Retention Test for Loss of RF Signal 

Connect the receiver and test equipment as sh . fi 
maximum unsquelchr.d position. Adjust the FM' lown m Igure 2 and set the squelch control to the 
I-mV output. Observe the receiver output D slgnathgenerator to ~he standa~d. test frequency and set it for 
the e . ' ecrease e generator Signal to mlmmum output and disconnect 
recefv;re::~~~/r~m the .recelver: ~econnect the generator to the receiver and set its output to 1 mY. The 
generator. t e reqUirement If It does not change frequency and indicates the correct rf signal from the 

5.8.2 Memory Retention Test for Loss of Power Supply 

maxi~~::~s the receiver. ~nd test. equipment as shown in figure 2 and set the squelch control to the 
I-mV outPut.q~~~;:~ p~~ltJon. ~dJust the FM ~ignal generator to the standard test frequency and set it for 
receiver Reconnect t: e receiver output. Disconnect the supply voltage, either ac or dc, from the 

change frequency and i~d~~~f~: t~~l!~~;e~~ :;:i::~~~~~~ ~:e :ee::::t~r.meets the requirement if it does not 

5.9 Recorder Tests 

and ::~~~~~~ ::r.ect 
the cassette recorder, cassette, and tape to insure that the requirements of sections 4.9.1 

5.9.1 Fast Forward and Rewind Tests 

run ~~a~:ti!~-~:ec~~:~~~~a~~!n r~~:~~~; ~ec~~dei s~~ it to f~st forward, and measure the time required to 

measure the time required to run the entire ta;e t:ro~~h ~~::ac:::~:~~ ~:s;!:~ed :~~:~er to rewind and 

5.9.2 Tape Speed Test 

. Measure the diameter of the spindle of the tape recorder to +0005 i" . . 
deVice Connect the st b -. n usmg a mICrometer or SimIlar 
record~r, place it in the ~~c~~~o~~;~c:~~o;~n t~o t~\ t&e. recorder

b 
capstan. ~oad the cassette tape in the 

better, measure the speed of the caps;an during t~e fi;st ;~n!:n~~~I~:I~~~~h:I:~p:ns;~~~r~~~:~~/::~:~~~r 
s= '!!!!!: 

60 

where 7T is the ratio needed to conv t th . dl d' 
inches, r is the average capstan an:~lar ~e~PI\ e. Iamet~r !O circumfe:ence, d is the spindle diameter in 
becomes the tape speed in inches per second. OCI y m revo utlOns per mm over the lO-min period, and S 

perio!~peat the calculation using a capstan angular velocity measured during the last 10 min of the test 

5.9.3 Anti-Erase Feature Test 

Load a cassette tape in the tape re d d d . 
starting point remove the cassette c~r er/n t recor a typIcal segment of speech. Rewind the tape to its 
recorder and ~ttempt to place the recOand a.c Itvha e the anti-erase mechanism. Replace the cassette in the 

r er m e record mode. 

5.10 Receiver/Recorder System Tests 

When a receiver is connected to a re d h' 1 . 
instructions regarding capacitive cou r cor ber; properhs Ie dl?g should be utilized and the manufacturer's 
followed. p mg e ween t e audiO and remote control circuitD should be 

5.10.1 System Audio Distortion Test 

Connect the receiver tape record d t . 
generator with standard a~dio test er, .an. est eq~lpment as shown in figure 8. Modulate the FM 
using the tape recorder. Upon comp~~~latJ~~ a~d seft It to the sta?dard test freq~ency. Record the signal 

n 0 mm 0 standard audiO test modulatIOn, rewind the recorded 
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cassette and play the recorded signal into the distortion analyzer at a suitable audio input level as observed 
on the visual audio indicator of the recorder. Measure the audio distortion. 

FM Signal Receiver Recorder Standard 
Audio Output Generator Under Test Under Test Load 

'--
Distortion 
Analyzer 

FIGURE 8. Block diagram for system audio distortion measurement. 

5.10.2 System Audio Response Test 

Connect the receiver, tape recorder, and test equipment as shown in figure 9. Set the FM signal 
generator to the standard test frequency and modulate it with standard audio test modulation with the 
generator output adjusted to 1 mY. Reduce the generator frequency deviation to 1 kHz and record 3 min of 
standard audio test modulation on the recorder. Do not make any adjustment, except on the FM signal 
generator, for the remainder of the measurement. Repeat the measurement using modulating frequencies ?f 
0.3, 0.5, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 kHz. Rewind the recorded tape and replay the tape, measuring the audIo 
output power at each of the modulating frequencies. Compute the ratio, expressed in decibels, of each of 
these latter voltage levels to the voltage level at 1 kHz. 

FM Signal Receiver Recorder Standard 
Audio Output Generator Under Test Under Test Load 

AF Voltmeter 
L- or 

Power Meter 

FIGURE 9. Block diagram for system audio response measurement. 
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5.10.3 Battery Service Life Test 

Connect the receiver, tape recorder, and test equipment as shown in figure 10. Install a fully. charged 
set of batteries and load a new C 120 cassette tape in the recorder. If the receiver is not ac powered, install 
a fully.charged set of batteries in the receiver. Place the receiver in the unsquelched mode with the audio 
output power adjusted to a level suitable for recording as indicated by the recorder. Place the recorder in 
the record mode and note the starting time. Record for 4 h, replacing with a new cassette at the end of each 
hour. Remove the cassette tape and conduct the system audio distortion test (sec. 5.10.1) using a new 
cassette tape to insure that the system audio distortion is 15 percent or less. 

Receiver Recorder Distortion 
Under Test Analyzer 

FIGURe 10. Block diagram for battery service life measurement. 
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APPENDIX A-REFERENCES 

. .' t h ANSI X3.48-1977. 16-23. 
Ll] Magnetic tape cassettes fo~ ~nformatlon.m ere ange. ent communication equipment (radio antennas, 
[2] Technical terms and defi~ltlOnS used wRlthpTlaw02~~f~~C~tional Institute of Justice, U.S. Department of 

transmitters and receIvers). LESP- - ., . 
Justice, Washington, DC 20531; 1973. . t' Co'nmission Rules and Regulations, Vol. 

[3] Private land mobile radio services. ~e~era~~omm';:~~~~~~n DC 20402 ' 
5, Part 90. U.S. Governm.ent Prmtl.ng l~\ b 1 ;) Federal Specification H-C-1984 (GSA-

[4] Cassettes magnetic tape, audIo recordmg (twm- u , cop ana . 
FSS); 4 April 1977, and amendment dated 12 January 1978. 
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